GATHER US IN by the Numbers . . .

$ 2,234,506 Aggregate Pledged to Gather Us In campaign as of 12/18/19.

16 Weeks until construction begins on Spirit & Space renovation project.

1952 Year when the last major CPC Sanctuary re-construction was completed (67 years ago) at a cost of approximately $225,463 (equivalent to $2,188,335 in 2019 dollars).

16 Members of CPC staff and congregation involved in Spirit & Space Team & its sub-committees.

9 Meetings of Spirit & Space-related teams that were held in December 2019.

30 Stairway steps needed to reach CPC’s Sanctuary level from aggregate five active entryways.

$150,000 = $300,000 1 to 1 match opportunity for new pledges/ gifts to the Gather Us In Campaign.